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We adress the scalability of  
distributed controllers
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Can global performance be maintained?

• Fix control and interaction protocols 
• Let the network grow



We adress the scalability of  
distributed controllers 
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C

C

• Highly distributed power generation • Traffic and platooning

• Multi-robot systems • Distributed sensing and computing



Today: High-order consensus protocols  
do not scale
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The n th order consensus protocol extends  
first and second order consensus
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• Consider connected network graph with N agents

n = 1  (information consensus)
• Each agent i is an integrator 

• Standard linear consensus

n = 2  (formation control)
• Each agent i is a double-integrator 

• Standard linear consensus

General nth order (high-order for n ≥ 3)

• Each agent i is an nth-order integrator 

• Standard linear consensus

        deviation from state trajectory,      setpoint,                                  constant gains,         neighbor set
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We consider directed, weighted graphs  
described by graph Laplacians

• Consider connected network graph G with N nodes 

• Graph assumed directed and weighted 

• Each node connected to at most q neighbors 

• Graph Laplacian matrix  L : 

• Laplacian eigenvalues 

•      is called the algebraic connectivity

        deviation from state trajectory,      setpoint,                         fixed, constant gains,       : neighbor set !7



Writing n th order consensus on matrix form
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• Define the state vector 

• System dynamics on matrix form



The conditions for reaching consensus  
are simple
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Definition
Consensus is said to be reached if  

Theorem
The nth order consensus system reaches consensus if and only if the  
system matrix A has n zero eigenvalues and remaining eigenvalues are  
in the left half plane

(W. Ren et al., J Dyn Syst Meas Control,  2007)

Lemma
The system matrix A has n zero eigenvalues if and only if the graph  
Laplacian L has a single zero eigenvalue



We want the consensus protocol to work in 
networks of any size
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Definition
A control design u is stably scalable if the closed-loop system reaches 
consensus for any finite network size N

Other terminology: 
• Admissibility 
• Scale fragility, eventual instability 
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Underlying assumptions are important for  
the main result
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Recall
nth order consensus protocol

Assumptions
1. Locality (bounded # of neighbors)

2. Bounded edge weights 

3. Bounded, fixed gains

Important for key property: 
    as  



High-order consensus is not stably scalable  
if algebraic connectivity is decreasing
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Theorem*
If n ≥ 3 no control on the form  

is stably scalable if the graph G is such that
as

*Under Assumptions 1–3 + graph Laplacian diagonalizable 

• At some finite network size N, the system is destabilized 
• Condition: decreasing algebraic connectivity 
• First- and second-order consensus still scalable  

— important distinction! 

• A similar result appeared for undirected leader-follower consensus in string of  
vehicles in Yadlapalli, Darbha and Rajagopal, TAC 2006



Proof relies on Routh-Hurwitz criterion for 
complex-coefficient polynomials
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Proof sketch

• Block-diagonalize system matrix     to obtain 

• Get characteristic polynomial for each  

• Use the Routh-Hurwitz criterion to see if any root of any         is in the RHP



Proof relies on Routh-Hurwitz criterion for 
complex-coefficient polynomials contd.
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Proof sketch
• The Routh-Hurwitz criterion involves n inequalities 
     For the polynomial 
     require:

• Already              will fail if                      for some l

Eventually < 0 Eventually < 0

• Hence, instability for              if                      as 



The addition of a single node can cause 
instability if n ≥ 3

!16Simulation of 3rd order consensus in 34 node network (top) and 35 node network (bottom)
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q

• Lattices in d dimensions  
(+ fuzzes, and embeddings) 

• Planar graphs

• Constant genus graphs

J.M. Morvan (2017)

Algebraic connectivity is decreasing if graph 
subject to locality constraints 

• Trees

c, c2 constants independent of N

If graph directed: look at mirror graph!
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Algebraic connectivity is decreasing if graph 
subject to locality constraints, contd. 

c, c2 constants independent of N

• Only expanders have non-decreasing algebraic 
connectivity while bounded # of neighbors 

• Requires connection across scale of graph  
(non-localized)

• High-order leader follower consensus is not stably 
scalable in any graph where 
 
  More in the paper, and @NecSys 2019  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Solution 1: Increase neighborhood size
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• Increasing the neighborhood size can keep algebraic connectivity  
from decreasing

where c is a constant that depends on the fixed parameters r
(that is, q), wmax and d, but not on N .

Proof: Follows the derivations in [14].
The bound (14) also holds for any subgraph of the r-fuzz
lattice, that is, any graph that is embeddable in the lattice.
This follows from the following important lemma:

Lemma 8: Adding an edge to a graph or increasing the
weight of an edge increases (or leaves unchanged) �2 of the
corresponding graph Laplacian, and vice versa.

Proof: See [20, Theorem 3.2] for addition of an edge.
Increasing the weight of an edge (i0, j0) by �w means that

the new graph Laplacian can be written L0 = L+�L, where
�L is also a positive semidefinite graph Laplacian (of a
disconnected graph). By [21, Theorem 2.8.1] this implies that
�0
l � �l for each l = 1, . . . , N , and in particular �0

2 � �2.
2) Planar graphs: Planar graphs are embeddable in two-

dimensional lattices so Lemma 7 applies. For this important
case, however, a more precise bound is available:

Lemma 9 (Algebraic connectivity of planar graphs): For
a planar graph,

�2  8qwmax

N
, (15)

Proof: See [22, Theorem 6].
3) Constant-genus graphs: Planar graphs can be general-

ized to graphs with constant genus. The genus of a planar
graph is g = 0. Higher genus implies that the graph can
be drawn on a surface with g handles (or “holes”) without
any one edge crossing another. For example, a torus would
correspond to g = 1 and a pretzel shape to g = 3.

Lemma 10 (Alg. connectivity of constant-genus graphs):
Let G have constant and bounded genus g. Then

�2  c2
N

,

where c2 is a constant that depends on q, g and wmax, but
not on N .

Proof: See [23, Theorem 2.3].
4) Tree graphs with growing diameter: The diameter

diam{G} of the graph G is defined as the longest distance
between any pair of its nodes. For tree graphs where the
diameter is growing, we can state the following lemma:

Lemma 11 (Algebraic connectivity of tree graphs): Let G
be a tree graph. Then

�2  ⇡2wmax

(diam{G}+ 1)2
, (16)

and if diam{G} ! 1 as N ! 1, then �2 ! 0.
Proof: Follows from [24, Corollary 4.4], noting that

1 � cosx  x2

2 for any x. Clearly, the right hand side is
decreasing in diam{G}.

IV. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES

We next present two simple numerical examples to illus-
trate the paper’s main result.

A. Locality and critical network size
Assumption A1 of locality, that is, a fixed upper bound on

the size of each agent’s neighborhood, is key for our main
result. Indeed, if each agent’s neighborhood were allowed to
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Fig. 1: Critical network size N̄ at which the system is destabilized
with an nth order consensus algorithm. The graph is an undirected
path where each node is connected to its q nearest neighbors.
Increasing q here increases N̄ faster than linearly. Also note that
for higher n, the system is destabilized at smaller N̄ .

grow as more and more agents are added to the network, the
high-order consensus algorithm could stay admissible.

As an example, consider an undirected path graph where
each node is connected to its q/2 neighbors in each direction.
If all edge weights are 1, its algebraic connectivity is

�2 =

q/2X

k=1
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,

which for any given N is larger, the greater q is. Increasing q
thus delays the violation of the stability criteria as N grows.

In Fig. 1, we depict the critical network size N̄ as a
function of the neighborhood size q in the undirected path
graph. Here, we have selected a consensus algorithm where
a0 = 0.1, a1 = 0.8, a2, a3, a4 = 1. The plot shows that
increasing q pushes N̄ faster than linearly.

We also note that the system becomes unstable at
smaller N̄ for higher n. This is because the higher-order
conditions in (8) are violated sooner than the lower-order
ones (though we only required the violation of one condition,
�4 > 0, to prove inadmissibility in Theorem 3).

B. Instability through node addition

The second example illustrates the phase transition – from
consensus to instability – that the system experiences as the
critical network size is reached. Fig. 2a illustrates a graph
that has been randomly generated by means of triangulation.
Here, the maximum neighborhood size is q = 8 while the
median is 5. All edge weights are set to 1.

We consider a third order consensus algorithm:

x(3)
i = �

X

j2Ni

[0.5(xi � xj) + (ẋi � ẋj) + (ẍi � ẍj)] ,

which by (11) ensures stability if �2 > 0.5. With 34 nodes,
the graph in Fig. 2a has �34

2 = 0.536 and the system achieves
consensus, as seen from the simulation in Fig. 2b. We then
add a 35th node along with 4 connecting edges, as indicated
in red color in the graph in Fig. 2a. Now, �35

2 = 0.493 and
the system becomes unstable. Fig. 2c shows how the agents’
positions x oscillate at an increasing amplitude.

Critical network size in nth order consensus over path graph

q

Lemma 
It suffices to scale neighborhood as (Tegling and Sandberg, SCL ’19)



Solution 2: Absolute feedback
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• If absolute measurements are available, they can help achieve  
stable scalability
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Conclusions: High-order consensus should be 
handled with care
• Localized high-order consensus does not scale stably to large 

networks 
• A necessary condition for stable scalability is a non-decreasing 

algebraic connectivity = expansion 

• Issue arises if controller is fixed. Hence, plug-and-play impossible  
— controllers would have to be re-tuned 
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Further questions…

• Lack of stable scalability can also arise in 2nd order systems.  
See Oral and Gayme, Thursday C-session! 

• Can expander graph topologies be used in practical networked 
systems, and how? 

• Leaderless vs. leader-follower networks (-> NecSys2019) 
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